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C h a p te r  I
INTRO DUCTIO N
This paper is concerned with the existaice and stabflity of solitary-wave so­
lutions of the equations of the form
( 1 . 1 )  « t  +  / ( « ) r  +  M u t  =  0
where u  =  u(x, t) and /  are real-valued functions, and M  is a Fourier transform 
operator defined by
Mu{k) =  m{k)u{k)
where drcumfiexes denote Fourier transform and m(k) is a even and real-valued 
function. The condition on m{k) zissures that the operator M  tetkes real-valued 
functions to real-valued functions.
Equation (1.1) describes mathematically the unidirectional propagation of
nonlinear dispersive waves. A prototypical example of an equation of type (1.1) is
the well-known Benjamin-Bona-Mahony equation
(1.2) «t +  ttr +  — t t x x t  —  0,
which occurs when f{u)  =  u  ^  and m{k) =  Equation (1.2) was proposed 
in [BBM] as a  alternative to the Korteweg-de Vries equation ([KdV])
(1.3) ttt -t- tt* -h uujf 4- «*®at =  0
1
for modelling water waves o f small amplitude and large wave length, h i ah these 
equations, n  denotes a wave amplitude or velocity, x  is proportional to the physical 
distance and t  is proportional to the elapsed tune.
If the non-linear terms of equations (1.2) and (1.3) are replaced by uPuj; for 
p > 0, the resulting equations (cahed the generalized KdV and generalized BBM 
equations) read
(1.4) «t +  «1 -f U^Uz +  Uzrz =  0
and
(1.5) «t +  « r +  — UxTt =  0.
A solitary-wave solution of a  wave equation such as (1.1) is a  traveling wave 
solution of the form u{x, t) =  ^c(® — ct) where (f>c is a  localized wave profile 
function, which in general depends on the wavespeed c. (Usually the condition 
that (f>c be localized is interpreted to mean at least that <f>e{x) 0 as |a;| — oo.)
Such a solitary wave solution is said to be stable if for ev^y  e > 0, there exists a 
J  >  0 such that if
|[uo — <^ cll <  S 
then the solution of (1.1) with u(*,0) =  t*o satisfies
- ^ c ( '  +  îf)ll < e
for ah t  E R . (Here the norm is that of a  Banach space in which the initial-value 
problem for the equation is weh-posed.)
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The first rigorous proof of the stability of solitary waves for au equation like
(1.1) was given for the KdV equation by Benjamin ((BJ), and Benjamin's proof 
was subsequently improved by Bona to allow less restrictive hypotheses ([Bo]). 
Later it was proved by Weinstein ([Wl]) that the generalized KdV equation has 
stable solitary waves for all p <  4.
A more general class of equations of KdV type of the form
(1.6) u t  -t- /(« )*  — M u x  =  0
was investigated by Bona, Souganidis and Strauss ([BBS]). They showed that, if 
the solitary-wave solutions exist for wavespeeds ranging over an interval and a 
certain linear operator associated with the solitary wave has one negative simple 
eigenvalue and a  simple zero eigenvalue, then whether or not a  solitary wave is 
stable is determined by the convexity of a  certain fonction of the solitary wave 
speed. When applied to (1.4), their results show that all solitary-wave solutions of
(1.4) are stable if p <  4 and all are unstable if p >  4. ( The case p =  4 is still open; 
cf. [W2]) The stability theory of pSS] for (1.6) has been extended to equations of 
type (1.1) by Souganidis and Strauss ([SS]). In particular, in [SS] it is shown that 
for the generalized BBM equation (1.5), all solitary waves are stable when p <  4, 
and when p >  4, there is a  critical value of solitary wave speed >  1, such that 
the solitary wave is stable for wave speed c >  and unstable for 1 <  c <  <v.
In circumstances when the assumptions of the theory in [BBS] and [SS] can 
be verified, the results of these papers give sharp conditions for determining the
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stability or instability of solitary-wave solutions of equations (1.1) eind (1.6). How­
ever the verification of these assumptions does not seem to be easily accomplished 
for general classes of symbols m{k) of the Fourier multiplier operator M; nor is 
it easy in general to check whether the condition for stability holds for a  given 
solitary wave.
P.-L. Lions developed a general method to solve a class of variational problems 
which do not satisfy the compactness conditions required for classical methods of 
solution ([L1],[L2]). The centerpiece of this method is the concentration compact­
ness lemma, which states that every sequence of positive functions whose 
norms are held constant has a  subsequence with one of the three properties: van­
ishing, dichotomy or compactness (cf. Lemma 2.6). Lions and Cazenave observed 
in [CL] that the method could be used to prove existence and stability of solitary 
waves for the nonlinear Schrodinger equation. The method has since been adapted 
by different authors to handle a  variety of model equations for water waves ([A], 
[dBSl], [dBS2], [CB], etc.).
The typical setting for applying this method involves a constrained varia­
tional problem whose functional to be minimized and constraint functional are 
invariants of motion of the equation in question. The Euler-Lagrzmge equation of 
the variational problem is the equation to  be satisfied by the solitary wave profile 
fimctions. The concentration compactness lemma is used to determme if the set of 
minimizers exists. If  so, it is a  set which consists of solitary wave profile functions
and which, is stable in the sense that if the initial data  is close to the set, then 
the solution to the initial-value problem, will remain close to it for all time. This 
notion of stability is in general broader (possibly weaker) than that m otioned 
above in that it asserts the stability of a  set consisting of possibly diSerent soli­
tary wave profile functions rather than the stability of the set of translates of a 
individual solitary wave solution. If it is known that the set of minimizers consists 
of only trzinslates of discrete solitary wave profile functions, then the two notions 
of stability coincide.
Albert ([A]) and Albert and Linares ([AL]) used the concentration compact­
ness method to study the solitary-wave solutions of equation (1.6) and obtained 
existence and stability results for a general class of functions m{k). We apply the 
method to equation (1.1) and obtain similar results, which can be summarized as 
follows.
Suppose f{u) = u  + where p >  0 is an integer, and p and m(fc) satisfy 
the following conditions:
A l. there exist positive constants Ai zmd r  >  |  such that m{k) < A ilk|’‘ for
\k\ < 1;
A2. there exist positive constants Ag, A3 and s >  1 such that AgjAl* <  
m{k) < Aslkj* for [k( >  1;
A3. m(fe) >  0 for aD. values of fe;
A4. m{k) is infinitely differentiable for all nonzero values of k, and for each
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j  6  {0,1, 2,...} there exist positive constants B \  and 5a such that
(1.7a)
and
(1.7b)
| ( s )
(A) < B 2 \k\-^ for \k\ > 1.
Then we prove below in Theorem 2.2 and Corollaries 2.3 - 2.5 that for every q > 0  
there exists a non-empty set of Gq consisting of solitary-wave profile functions g 
with
r r/i2 „p+2
dx = q;/ 2 (p 4-I)(p -F 2) 
and for every e > 0 and g € G, there exists a J > 0 such that if
IK -^ll§ < s,
then the solution u(-,t) of equation (1.1) with u(z, 0) =  uq satisfies
^  - J l l |  <  e
for all values of t. (Here || * j | | denotes the norm in the L^-bzised Sobolev space 
H 2 (R).)
We remztrk that conditions A1-A4 are satisfied, for example, if 
m(A) =  -f-a2|fc|®*4- . . .4-a,t[Ap’‘ whereui,...,u% >  0; 2 <  <  6a <  ... <  6%,
zmd p < 26i. Hl particular, Theormn 2.2 applies to the generalized BBM equation
(1.5) in which m(fe) =  when p <  4.
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If condition A l is replaced by the condition that m{k) be a non-decreasing 
function of |fc|, then for any integer p >  0, there exists a  ç>0 such that the above 
existence and stability result holds for aD, g >  go- Moreover, if f{u)  =  then 
condition A l can be dropped, so that for every positive integer p, Gq exists for aD 
g >  0 if m{k) satisfies conditions A2-A4. If p is odd, Gq also exists for aD g <  0.
We wiD use the method of concentration compactness to estabhsh the exis­
tence and stabDity result when m{k) satisfies conditions A1-A4 in Chapter 2. Our 
variational problem bears simDarities to that in [CB], in which the existence of 
soDtary-wave solutions of Benjamin-type equations is studied, and we adapt some 
idezis of theirs in dealing with vanishing and dichotomy. Our assumptions (1.7a) 
and (1.7b) on m{k), like those in [A], are a  result of resorting to Theorem 35 of 
[CM], which provides commutation estimates for the associated Fourier multipDer 
operator M .  In Chapter 3, we prove an existence and stabDity result for the case 
when m{k) is a  non-decreasing function of |k|, p is a zin arbitrary positive integer, 
and m(k) satisfies conditions A2-A4. Then we apply our result to the generalized 
BBM equation (1.5). We recover the above-mentioned stabDity results of Sougzini- 
dis and Strauss, except that for p >  4 our method faDs to apply to soDtary waves 
with wavespeeds c in the range Cp <  c <  | .  FinaDy, in Chapter 4, we discuss the 
situation when /(u )  =  and give an example of how, by using techniques firom 
[AL] and [CB], our method may be appDed in cases where the Fourier multipDer 
operator M  has a  symbol that is not everywhere positive.
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The notation, used in  this paper is the steuidard notation used in the literatnre
on partied diSerential equations. The set of ah real numbers is denoted by R and
that of ah natural numbers by N. The support of a  fimction /  is denoted by
supp / ,  and B r, denotes the bah of radius A in R centered at zero. If  A  and B
are two subsets of R, the distance between them is d ^ n e d  to be inf{|ar — y \,x  6
A and y € B }  and is denoted by dist(A ,5). If X  is any Banach space and T > 0,
then C{0,T]X)  is the space of continuous mappings of the interval [0,T] into
X .  The value T  =  oo is ahowed in this definition. S' fe is a positive integer,
C^{Q,T\X) is the subspace of C{Q,T\X) of functions whose first k  derivatives
also lie in C7(0,T;X); also C==(0,T;%) =  We use | - |p for the
norm in Zt^(R) and || - for the norm in the L^-based Sobolev space fi’*(R). An
integral over the set of ah real numbers is denoted by / ,  while an integral over a
subset of R, say [a, 6], is dmioted by /  . The Gamma function r(s) is defined for
[a.6]
any a with Re s > 0 by
f»00
r(s) =  f  dt,
Jo/
Finahy if a  is a  quantity depending on a  small parameter e >  0, we write o  e if 
lim ^ exists and is non-zero, a  =  ofe) if lim ^ =  0, and a  =  0 (e) if there exists a
e -» 0 *  '  ' e -> 0 *  '  '
constant C  such that [oc| < Ce for sufficiently small e.
CHAPTER II 
STABILITY THEORY FOR p < 2r
In this Chapter, we establish the existence of the stable set Gq consisting of 
solitary-wave profile functions for any g >  0, assuming that /(a )  = u + 
that A1-A4 hold for p and m(fc).
For information on well-posedness of the equation (1.1), we refer readers to 
[ABJ. Here we merely state the following theorem which is a  consequence of The­
orem 2 of [AB].
T h eo rem  2 .1 . If no € then there exists a unique global solution
u =  u{x,t) of (1.1) with n (z ,0) =  uq such that for 0 <  t <  oo, the map t u{x,t) 
I ie s in a~ (0 ,o c ;H 5 (R )).
Severzd invariants of the equation (1.1) can be established by standard argu­
ments. In particular, it is easy to show that if u{xyt) is the solution described in 
Theorem 2.1, then the functionals defined by
(2.1) E(n) =  J (tt^ 4- uMu) dx
and
Q(«) =  J
where F'(z) — f(x) and F(0) =  0, satisfy B(u) =  B(uq) and Q(u) =  Q(«o) for all
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t  6  R. In this Chapter, since f{u)  =  n 4- we define
(2.2) ‘? ' " ) = / [ t  +  G > '+ S Î t 2) ] " " -
A solitary-wave solution to equation (1.1) is a  solution of the 
form u =  (f>c{x — ct). The wave profile function 4>e then needs to satisfy
( 2 . 3 )  f{<i>c) =  c{<f>c -I- M<i>c).
Equation (2.3) can be obtained by substituting u =  4>e{x — ct) into (1.1) and 
observing that the resulting equation is true for all values of x  and t.
Next we drfne a variational problem whose Euler-Lagrange equation corre­
sponds to (2.3). For any g > 0, define
=  inf{E(tt)| u 6  fi'*(lt) and Q(u) =  q}
and
Gq = {u & fi'5 (R)| Q(u) =  q and E(u) =  /,} ;
i.e., G q  is the set of m in im ize rs  of I q .  A  m inim izing  sequence for Iq  is zmy sequence 
{«*} in 5'2(R) that heis the property
Q(“ n) =  ? for all n
and
l i m  E { U n )  =  I q .
tt-+oo
We can now state our m ain  existence and stability theorem.
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T h eo rem  2.2. Suppose the assumptions Al, A2, A3 and A4 are satisfied by 
p and m{k). Then Gq is nonempty for every g >  0. Moreover, for every minimizing 
sequence {«»}» there exists a  sequence of real numbers {pn}, such that {un(-+yn)} 
has a subsequence that converges in 5 ’ï(K.) to an element g €Gq.
Before proving Theorem 2.2, let us see how it implies the existence and sta- 
bflity of solitary-wave solutions. The arguments which follow are standard, and 
can be found in, e.g., [A], [dBSl] and [CL].
C oro llary  2.3. If {u„} is a  minimizing sequence for Iq, then Un Gq in 
fi‘5(R),i.e.,
lim ii^  ||u „ -y |[*  =  0.
n-*oo  g E G ,
Proof. We first show
^  ^  I N n ( - + y ) - f f l l f  = 0 .7»—»'Oo jEG,
y6tt
If  this is not true, then for some e > 0, there exists a  subsequence {un»,}, such
that
But is itself a mmiTnizing sequence, so the above inequality contradicts
Theorem 2.2.
Now for any y 6  R. and g E G q ,
îr) Hi­
l l
Since ff(—  y) is also in G^, our equality follows. ■
C oro llary  2.4 (existence o f  so lita ry  waves). Gq consists of solitary wave 
profiles.
Proof. We must show that elements of Gq are solutions of (2.3) for some c. 
I f  g E Gq , then by the Lagrange multiplier principle (see e.g., [Lu]), there exists 
a  A 6  R  such that
SE{g) =  \SQ{g),
where SE{g) and SQ{g) are the Prechet derivatives of E  and Q at g. For any
and
s B m
Substituting (2.1) and (2.2) into the above equations and simplifying, we get
SE{g)<l> = J  {2g-{•2Mg)<f>dx
and
Hence
rSQ{g)<^ = J {g +
J  {2g + 2Mg)<l> dx = X J  {g + ^
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for all ^  (R). It follows that
gP+l
2g + 2Mg =  A(^ +
We see then, that ^ is a  solitary wave profile fimction with wave speed
C oro llary  2.5 (stab ility  o f so lita ry  waves). Gq is a  stable set in the 
following sense: for every e > 0 and g Ç. Gq, there exists a  <? > 0 such that if
ll“o - 9 \ \ i <
then the solution u(x,£) of (1.1) with ti(x ,0) =  uq satisfies
for aH £ E R.
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false; then there exist a. go Gq and eo >  0, 
such that for every n E N, we can find <f>nE (R) and £n € R such that
— ffolU < —
and
where Un{',t) is the solution of (1.1) with u%( ,0) =  Since <f>n-  ^go in. Æ&(R), 
then Q{<f>n.) -4- Î  and ->■ Iq. Hence Q(«n(',tn.)) ->• Ç and £?(«^(*,£^)) ->■ I q .
Now choose a«  €  R  such that Q(onUT&( ,W ) =  ?; then an  —>■ 1- Thus
lim fi(anttn(',£„)) =  lim a^E{Uni'r^n)) =Iq;
K > 0 0  7k > 0 O
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i.e., É„)} is a minimizing sequence of Iq. Therefore, by Corollary 2.3, for
suflSciently large n  there exists € Gq such that
l|an«n(*, fn) <  y -
So
% ^  ^  ~  I +  ||aCnUn(', ^n)
< 11 -«nlll^TtC-.Mlif +  Y '
Contradiction is then reached when we let n  ^  oo. ■
We now proceed to prove Theorem 2.2 using the method of concentration 
compactness. Key to the proof is the following lemma of P.-L. Lions.
L em m a 2.6 [LI]. Let {p^) be a sequence in L^(R) satisfying:
/>n >  0 on R and J  pndx = ft,
where /t > 0 is fixed. Then there exists a subsequence {pn^} with one of the three 
following properties:
1) (compactness) there exists a  sequence € R such that for every e > 0, 
there exists R <  oo satisfying for all & E N:
j  f«k(z)dz >  -  e;
Vk+Bit
2) (vanishing) for all R  <  +oo.
lim sup I Pnfe(aî) dx =0;k-¥oo gGR
y+Bit
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or
3) (dichotomy) there exists p, 6  (0,/i) such that for every e >  0 , there exist 
Jfeo >  1 and two sequences of positive fimctions 6  L^(R.) satisfying for
k  > &o:
\Prtk — (p&  ^ ^
p ^ ^ ^ d x -p  < e,
|y  Pk^ d ^ - { P > -p )  <
d i s t ( s u p p , supp ) ^  oc.
Remark. In the above Lemma, as remarked in [CB], the condition f  Pn{x) dx = p  
can be replaced by f  Pn(®) dx =  where pn p > 0.
Before applying Lemma 2.6, we need some preparation.
L em m a 2.7. If {%*} is a  minimizing sequence, then there exist M  > 0 and 
iV >  0 such that N  < ||ttn|| |  <  M  for all n.
Proof. By assumptions A2 and A3 on m{k), there exist positive constants Ci 
and C2  such that
C7i(l +  fe^)5 <  1 +m(&) <  Ca(l +  k^)^ for allfe 6  R.
So for any u  €  H^{R),
(2.4) (7i|lu||| <  E{u) =  J[1 +  m(t)l|S(fc)p dk <  C ,|H ||.
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Since lim E{un) =  Iq and C7i||tin||i <  E{un), {«%} is bounded in
n —foo
To bound ||uti|| i  &om below, we write
/[i
2 „p+2
n
2 (p +  l)(p +  2)
So
dx  =  q.
5 /  '“ ■‘I’ *= +  (p +  % + 2) /  ^
hence
where the Sobolev im b e d d in g  theorem has been used, and A  and B  denote positive 
constants independent of n. We then have
Therefore
-  {A -\-B M pÿ
so the desired N  exists.
L em m a 2.8. Iq > 0.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 and (2.4),
4 =  lim E{u^) > lim >  C iN ^ > 0.
H ^ O O  7t > 0 0  *
L em m a 2.9. If > 0, then 4% >  4 i-
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Proof. For any e >  0, there exists a  fonction <f> E (R.) such that Q(^) =  qz 
and E{(^) < Iq  ^ -f- e. Since Q{a<l>) is a  continuous function of a  €  R, then by the 
intermediate value theorem we can find A €  (0,1) such that Q{A<f>) =  qi. Hence
Iq, < E{A<t>) =  A 'E (^) <  E{<l>) < Iq, +  e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that
Iq, ^  fga*
L em m a 2.10. If {u*} is a  m in im W n g  sequence, then th e e  exists a  P  > 0 
such that
'  u l ^ ^ d x > P
/ ’
for sufficiently large n.
Proof. Since {%*} is a  m in im isin g  sequence for Iq, it is also a minimizing 
sequence for Iq = inf{P(u)|u €  andQ(u) =  g}, w hee
E{u) =  E{u) — 2Q{u)
o A
dx.=/[■
Next we will show that Iq < 0. To see this, let ^  be a function such that Q{4^) =  q, 
f  dx > 0, and (f>{k) is non-zeo only in the set of values of k  for which the 
inequality m(k) < Ai[fe|** of assumption A l holds. (This can be done, for example, 
by letting , whose Fourier transform satisfies <ft{k) =  ^  for \k\ < w
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and <i>{k) =  0 for |&[ >  w, and appropriately choosing a and or.) For any 6 > 0, 
choose a  >  0 such that <f>g{x) =  a(f>{6x) satisfies Q{<t>9 {x)) =  q. Then
dx =  Ç,
I.e.,
Now
/ ( p 3 + 2 )
£ ( ^ s ( i ) )  =  j m ( i ) | ÿ » ( i ) | '  dx - j
=  y  /m ( ï9 ) |ÿ ( ï ) P  *  -  g / *
<  #  I  \ v m y ) \ ^  i v  -  * .
Letting ô -> 0, we see ~  so grbr ~  and ~  03. Since p < ^, 6^ 
is a  higher order infinitesimal than 6^. So Ë{<^g{x)) can be made less than 0 for 
sufficiently small 6. Hence / ,  < 0.
The proof of the Lemma now follows by contradiction. Indeed, suppose the 
conclusion of the Lemma to be false. Then
limtnf J  dx < 0 ,
and consequently
-----------(p +  l)(p +  2)
=  - “ “ “ (p + 4  +  2)
> 0,
dx
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which, contradicts the result of the preceding paragraph. ■
L em m a 2.11. For every gi >  0 and every gg >  0, 4- f , , .
Proof, We first show that for 0 >  1 and g >  0, Igq < 9Iq. Let be a 
minimizing sequence for Iq, Choose an. >  0 such that Q{a„.(f>n.) =  then
( 2 . 5 )  c i  I  \ < l , l d x  +  I  d -  =
Since
(2-®) /  S’*" * ' ^ / b + t f ( ^ T 2)
we have
Thus
ffl? <  =  Ot!^ E{4>n)
(lyP —
Since {^n} is a  minimizing sequence for I q ,  then by Lemma 2.10, f  dx > P  
for some P  >  0 when n  is sufficiently large. We see, from (2.5) and (2.6), that 
there exists e >  0 such that a» >  1 4- e for sufficiently large n. Hence by (2.7) 
there exists an A >  0 such that, again for sufficiently large n,
Ieq<{&-A)E{<^^).
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Letting ra ^  cx) in the above inequality we obtain
hq  5: - ^ I q  <  ^Iq~
Now, ctssuming without loss of generality that çi >  we can use the result 
of the preceding paragraph to write
^qi+qt — ^qi(i+^)
< (1 +
= Iq^+Iq^, ■
Let y/M  be the Fourier transform operator defined by
y/Mu{k) =  y/m{k)u{k).
Then for a minimizing sequence {uw},
=  J  +m(aî)ltt„(aî)|^]dx
=  J  [u^(z) +  1/ m(z)ttn.(2 ) y/m(a;)u„(x)l dx 
=  y  +  i^M un)^] dx.
Let pn = + {y/M unŸ  and pn. =  f  Pndx. Then by Lemma 2.8, pn. -»
/t >  0, where p  =  f , .  By L onm a 2.6 and the remark following it, there exists 
a  subsequence of {p«}, st3L denoted by {p»}, for which vanishing, dichotomy or
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compactness holds. In what follows, we will eliminate vanishing zind dichotomy, 
and we w£D. see that compactness then leads to Theorem 2.2.
To eliminate the case of vanishing, we need the following lemma from [CB].
L em m a 2.12. Let I  <  p <  oc and 1 <  g <  oo. If {«»} is bounded in L^(R), 
is bounded in L^(R), and for some R > 0 ,
lim sup I  |«n(»)l dx =  0,
J
\ x - y \ < R
then for all r  > g, ^  0 in L^{R),
L em m a 2.13. Vanishing does not occur.
Proof, If it does, then for every R >  0,
lim sup /  Pn{x) dx =  0; 
«-»^oo g u  J
thus
n ^o y
|x-y|<R
lim sup /  dx = 0.
«-*■«» ygR J
\x - y \< R
Since is obviously bounded in L^{R), by Lemma 2.12, Un ^  0 in L^+^(R), 
and this contradicts Lemma 2.10. ■
The foHowmg lemma is needed to eliminate dichotomy (cf. Lemma 4.2 of
[AD-
L em m a 2.14. Under the assumptions made above on m(fe), there odsts 
a  positive constant A  such that for every f  in and every (7®®-function 9
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which has -derivatives of zdl orders,
æe
dæ* l l / I l f ,
where S  =  [ f ]  +  1, the brackets denoting the greatest integer function, and 
[\/M ,6 \f is defined to be y/M{6f) — 6 {\/M f).
Proof, Since Co” (R) is dense in fl'î(R.), it suffices to prove this lem m a, for
f e C i
Choose x(k) 6  C ^(R ) such that %(&) =  1 for |fc| <  1 and x ( t)  =  0 for 
\k\ > 2. Let mi(fe) =  %(&)Y^ Tn(6 ) ,77*2(6 ) =  (1 —%(6 ) ) ^ 77*(6 ). Define M i and M 2  
by Miu{k) — m i{k)u{k) and M 2 u{k) = m 2 {k)u{k); then \ /M  =  Mi 4- M2.
Write Ml =  ^ 3 i ;  the symbol of Ti is then given by
tri(fe) = 77*1 (6 ) 
ik  ■
It follows firom (1.7a.) that
sup [6^ 
km { é ) <ti(6) <  0 0 ,
for ally E {0,1,2...}. Now Theorem35 of [CM] implies that there exists a positive 
constant C  such tha t for every 6 6  C“ (S.) and /  in
\[T u 9 \fh < C m o o \f\2 -
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Hence
< \T i{6 'f)\2+ \[T ue]f\2  
<\\Ti\moo\f\2 + c \e 'U f \2 
= ^ A \e 'U fh .
where A  = C + ||Zi||.
Write M 2  = {■^)^T2 ; the symbol of T2  is then given by
It follows from (1.7b) that
(A) <  00
for ah J 6 { 0 , 1 , 2 , Again by Theorem 35 of [CM], there exists C7 >  0 such that
|[r2.^1/'|2<C(0^|oo|/|2 
for every 6 €  Co®(R) and /  in H ^{R). Hence
\ ^ i
\ t= i
dx^
d*9
dx*
sup
0 0 J \Q<i<S-l
^  s é 6 d ^ - * f \ \  
d x i \ j
.) ll/iu -
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where af are constants which comefirom Liebniz’ rule, and A is a  positive ccHistauit 
independent of Û and 
Now
|[\/M,9)/|3 =  |[Mi ,9]/-I-[M,.91/|2 
< A l f ' U f h  +  A [ j ^
.i= l dx‘
ll/IU
(fa
dx* ll/IU,
which concludes the proof.
L em m a 2.15. Assume the dichotomy alternative of Lemma 2.6 holds for pn~ 
Then for each e >  0 th « e  is a  subsequence of {««(z)}, still denoted by {un(z)}, a 
real num b^ q =  q(e), a  natural number tzq, and two sequences of functions 
and in fl’a(R) satisfying Un =  Un^ +U n  ^ for all n  and for n  >  t iq :
Q(uj^^) - q  =  0(e),
- ( ? - ? )  =  0 ( 4 ,
£?(«„)=  +  0(e),
where the constants implied in the notation 0(e) can be chosen independently of 
n  as well as e. Furthermore,
(2.8a)
and
(2.8b) Oalk» ^ ||| > ft — 0(e),
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where C2  is the second constant in (2.4), zind is as defined in Lemma 2.6.
Proof. We follow the general lines of the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [CB}. By 
assumption, for every e > 0, we can find a  number ko and sequences of positive 
functions {pn and {pn in L^(R) satisfying for n  > Aîq:
|y  dz -  ^
j y * d x  -  (^ -  ^ )| < e, and 
< e .
Moreover, without loss of generality (see the proof of Lemma 2.6 in [Llj), we may 
assume that pn^ and pn^ satisfy
STXPPPn  ^ C (y„ -  iZrt.ÿn +  -ffn),
StiPPPn  ^ C ( - 00, yn -  4i2t») U {yn +  4i2„, 00),
where y» €  R and Rn  ->■ 00. We then have
J  Pt idx<e ;
hence
j  [ u ^  +  { \ / M u n Ÿ \  dx <  e.
Choose Ct^  €  C7“ (R) such that 0 <  C(®)>^(®) <  1 for all x; ^(x) =  1 if 
|x[ <  2; ((x) =  0 if |x| >  3; ^(x) =  0 if [x[ <  2; ^(x) =  1 if [x| >  3; and C +  ^  =  1
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for all aî €  R. D ^ n e  rj E C°°(R) so that 0 <  77 <  1, 7/(s) =  1 for 2 <  |a:( <  3, 
and q(z) =  0 for |z| < 1 and |z | >  4. Let C»(®) =  =  <f>{
77n(aî) =  define Un^ =  C»«n» «n^ =  <^n«n, and to„ =  rf^Un.
Since Q(un is bounded, there exists a  subsequence of Un \  still denoted by 
\  and a  g =  g(e) such that -> q. Then, for sufficiently large n,
-- g =  0(e).
Now let
jP+3
^W  =  T + ( p +1)(p  +  2)
Eind write
=  j  f{un) da: -f- J  /( tt„ ) da: +  J  f{un) dx
|* - y » |< 2 i tn  |® -y n |> 3 iîn  2 H n < |* -y t» |< 3 ü „
=  J  f{u^ '^)dx+  J  f{u^'*)dx-^ J  /(«n)da:
l* -y n |< 2 -R n  |* -»T v |> 3Ji«  2 i în < l s - y n |< 3 i î „
(2.9)
=  <3(«« ^ ) +  )^ +  J  [ /(“ «) - / ( « « ^ ) dx,
2IU<\r-y^l<3IU
We now claim that the last integral on the right-hand side of the preceding 
equation is 0(e). To see this, first note that
J  [ /(“ n)-/(t«L ^^)-/(«L ^^)] dx < c j  [lw„|^ +  da:
2A„<|=-y„|<3a,.
(2.10) < C ( |W |%  +  | M ^ : ) .
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Therefore it sttffices to show that ||t«n.||i =  0(e), To see this, write
=  y  (y/Mwn)^ dx
=  J  [(l?n«n)^  + ( y / M ( r i n U r , ) ) ^ ] d x ,
The first term is small since
J ( V n U n ) ^ d x =  j  T i l u \ d x < e ,
i î n < | r - y „ |< 4 i U
To estimate the second term, write
f  [y/M(T]n‘tin)]^dx 
(2.11)
=  J ( [ y /M ,T J n ] U n )^  d x  +  2 J r ] n V M U n [ V M , 'n n \ U n d x - h  J T l^ ( \ /M U n ) ^ d x .  
The last integral on the right-hand side of (2.11) may be estimated as
J ri^(y/Mun)^dx <  J  (\/M un)^ dx < e.
Rn<\s-yn\<iRn
For the other two terms on the right-hand side of (2.11), we apply Lemma 2.14, 
observing that Rn  —f oo and {V M un}  is bounded in L^(R). It follows then &om
(2.11) that we can make f[\/M{TjnVn)]^ dx a quantity of size 0(e) for sufiiciently 
large n. This completes our proof that =  0(e) for large n , and firom (2.9)
and (2.10) we can now conclude that
(?(»„)= Q(t4‘> ) + + 0(£).
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It then follows that
=  5 - 5  +  0(e).
To prove the assertion of the Lemma concerning E{un), begin by writting
B(«„)=i ; (uW+u<?>)
=  +  B('»n’) + 2  / dx + l j M uif*dx.
We now estimate the last two terms in the above equation. The third term  
is small since
J  d x =  J  Cn<f>n'U’n  dz <  C.
2 H „ < l* - y „ |< 3 R n  
The last term  is estimated as follows:
J  U^Aftt^dz =  J  C n f in '/M {y /M < f> n U n )d x  
=  J  y /M {< f> rtU n )y /M {C n 'U n )d x
=  J [ V M ,  C n \ U n [ / M ,  <t>n\Un +  J C n \ U n { 4> n ^ /M U rt) d x
+  J  C n V M U n [V M ,(f> n lU n .d x  -h J  Cn<^„(\/MUn)* dx.
The last term  in the preceding expression is less than £ since
J  C n<i> it{'/M U rt)^  d x  <  J  ( y M u n ^  d x ,
2IU<\3:-yn\<iRn
while the remaining terms are 0(e) because of the presence of the commutation 
factors, as explained earlier m the proof.
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Hence
S ( u , )  =  E ( u S J > )  +  +  0 (e).
It remains to prove (2.8). For (2.8a), we write
C2\\u^^% > E(n(^))
=  y  [(«^^)^ +  (VMa^))^] j z
=  J[{CnUr.f + {y /M {U u^)f]dx
= 0(e) +  J  Cn[«n +  {y/Mun)^] dx
= 0{e)+  J  Clpndx 
=  0 ( e )+  J  pndx+  J  CnPndx
l» -y n l< H n .
=  j  P n ^ d x  +  0{e)
> fl +  0(e).
In obtaining the third equality in the above derivation, we used equation (2.11) 
with Tin. replaced by Cn» aud Hie fact that the first two terms on the  right side of
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(2.11) axe queuitities of size 0(e) as R n —^ oo. Similarly,
=  J  [(^n«n)^ +  {VM{<f>nUn)f] dx
= 0(e) +  J  <f>l[ul^  +  {y/M unf] dx
=  0(e) +  j  <i>npndx
=  0 ( e ) +  J  P ndx+  J  4>nPrtdx
l®-ïn|>2-R« H«<l®-yn|<4-Rn
=  J Pn^ dx +  0(e)
> fi — p. + 0{e), 
which, concludes our proof. ■
L em m a 2.16. Assume that dichotomy holds for pn.. Then there exists qi € 
(0, q) such that
I q  ^  f g i  " I "  I q — q t  •
Proof, Let q =  q{e) be the function d ^ n e d  in Lemma 2.15. Since Q(ttn^) 
is bounded, the range of values of g(e) remains bounded as e —>■ 0. Therefore, 
by restricting ourselves to a sequence of values of e tending to  zero, and choosing 
an appropriate subsequence of this sequence, we may assume that q{e) tends to a 
limit 51 as e - f  0.
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We wish, to show that qi € (0,g). To see this, begin by observing that it 
follows &om
=  B(»W) +  +  0(e)
that
(2.12) Iq =  lim inf .E(an) >  liminf + lim inf +  0(e).
Suppose now that ?i < 0. Then for large n  we have
= ? - 9 i  4-0(e).
Let tin  ^ \  where is chosen so that Q(ü« )^ = q —qi- Then =  l+ 0 ( e )
and
> (i^_o(e))2^”
where the last inequality is due to Lemma 2.9. It follows firom (2.12) that
r, > liminf B(uW) +  +  0(e).
But firom (2.8a) we have
liminf E(u^)) > Oi lim inf +  0(e).
* Lr2
Hence we conclude that
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and taking the limit as e —>■ 0 gives
I q  >  +  I q >  I q ,
which is a contradiction.
On the other hand, if it were true that qi > q, then we would have Q(un =  
9i +  0{e) for large n, and an argument similar to that in the preceding paragraph 
would show that (2.12) implies
r ,  > l i m W S ( u S ? > ) + ( l ^ Q ( ^ ) ) , / „ + 0 { e )  >  + +
and hence
4  ^  — /*) +  ^? > 4 )
which is another contradiction. This completes the proof that qi €  (0,g).
Finally, we see &om the above arguments that
-  ( l  +  0(e))2^’" 
and taking the limit in the above equation as e -4^  0 gives
I q  ^  I q i  4 "  >
as desired. ■
L em m a 2.17» Dichotomy does not occur.
Proof. This follows immediately 6om  Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.16. ■
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We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. Let {«t»} be any minimizing 
sequence for f , .  Then by Lemmas 2.6, 2.13, and 2.17, we know that compactness 
occurs. T hat is, there exists a sequence of real numbers {j/n} such that for any 
e >  0, one can find A >  0 for which
/ P n d x  > f i  — e for alln, 
or, in other words,
J  pndx < t ,
|z-y«|>a
and hence
J  u \d x < e .
|z-y«l>A
Let ün(x) =  u%(z +  y„); then
(2.13) j  u:Tt —
kl>H
Since {û%} is a  bounded sequence in then by the ReOich lemma, on every
bounded interval I  there exists a subsequence of {ûn} that converges to a  func­
tion in L^(f). This fact, together with (2.13), enables us to carry out a  Cantor 
diagonalization procedure to  extract a  subsequence of {ûn} that converges to a  
function g  m  L^(R).
To see this, let e =  ^, 6 €  N. Then there exists r& >  0 such that
I
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for all n . By ReUicli’s lemma, for fe =  1, there exist a  function gx and a  subsequence 
of {ûn}, denoted by {ûi,»}, such that üx,n -4^  m and
J  ü\  „^dz < 1 for alln.
[-ri.rij®
Inductively, for any k £ N, there exist a function gk and a  subsequence of 
denoted by {ûfc,n}n6N> such that ük,n hi and
J  for alln.
[- r fc .r f c l '
Now for each 6  N, choose n*. so that ün^  belongs to the subsequence {ûfc,n}n6N 
and satisfies
n.r.) S
We claim that the sequence {tinfc}ifeeN is Cauchy in L^(R). Lideed, for k ,l  > Ky 
we have
[fini, ~  fint {2 ~  J  l^ nfc ~  finj P dc
= J  Ifinfc-itntPd® + J  \U n ^  -  U n i \ ^  d x
[—r jc . r jc l  [ - r ic .r jc l®
< 2  J  |ünfe -  9k \^  dx + 2 j  [unt -  9k \  ^dx
[—rK,rtc\ [—r K ir j r l
+  2 j  ( û n J ^ d x + 2  J  ( ü n , ) ^ d x
[ - r j r , r r ] c  [-1 ‘KrJ'JcI®
_ 2 2 2 2 
-  ^  K2 ^  K  ^  K '
which proves the claim. Therefore {û»fc} converges in to some g 6  Zf^(R).
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We will now show that g and that a  subsequence of } converges to 
g  in To do this, first note that {ünfc} also converges to ^ in since
— ^lp+2 < -d|lû„fc — 5r|| I
<^ll«nfe - d o ~ ‘ r
where we have used standard Sobolev imbedding and interpolation theorems and 
the fact that {ünfc} is bounded in Since Q{ûn^) =  g for all k, it follows
that Q{g) =  g. Also, since {ûnfc} is bounded ia (K.), then some subsequence of 
{ûn*}» which we also denote by {ün»,}> converges to g weakly in i f  5(R). But from 
assumptions A2 and A3 on m{k), it follows easily that the map n i-f E{u)^ defines 
a  norm on which is equivalent to the standard norm. It then follows that
E{g)i < Iim inf £?(ûnfc)^;
so
Hence g 6  Gq, and
E{g) < liminf H(ünfc) =  Iq-
Ihn = E {g )i.
I t now follows from the fiict that { « n fc }  -4 - g  weakly in H%(R), the norm equiva­
lency, and the preceding equality that {itnfc} -4 g hi Ha(R.).
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C H A PTER  H I  
STABILITY THEORY FO R  GENERAL p
Li this Chapter, we prove the following theorem.
T h eo rem  3.1, Suppose p is an arbitrary positive integer, and suppose the 
assumptions A2, A3 and A4 are satisfied by m{k). Suppose also that m{k) is a  
non-decreasing function of |fe|. Then there exists qo =  qo(j>) >  0 such that for all 
q >  qo, Gq is non-empty, and is stable in the sense of CoroHary 2.5. (% is defined 
in Lemma 3.3 below.)
To prove Theorem 3.1, a  new argument will be required to establish analogues 
of Lemma 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11. We have the following three lemmas.
L em m a 3.2. For d > l  and g > 0, loq < Olq and Igq < dlq.
Proof. Let be a minimizing sequence for Iq and let =  <^n(f)-
Then Q(V’ti(®)) =  &q and a computation gives
-E(^n(®)) [ m ( x ] - m ( ^ )  <^ T»(aî)| daf.
Since m{k) is a  non-decreasing function of |t | ,  we have
% w )  <
and hence
Igq <  Blq^
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Now since 1  ^= 1  ^— 2q, then leq < 9Iq for all 0 >  1 and g >  0. ■
L em m a 3.3. For aH g >  0, / ,  <  0. Moreover, either there exists a  go >  0 
such that Tq= 0  for 0 <  g <  go and 7, <  0 for eill g > go, or 7, <  0 for all g >  0 (in 
which case we define go =  0). In either case, the conclusion of Lemma 2.10 holds 
for any minimizing sequence of provided g >  go-
Proof. First we show that Iq < 0  for all g > 0. To see this, let ^  be a  positive 
function in such that ^f<f>^dx = q. Define <f>n{x) = )• Then
so Q{<^n) -T q Bs n  OQ. But
B{K) =  /  m(k!n) ?(*:) '  ^J (p +ij(p-f2jTO2 y
and the first integral on the right-hand side tends to zero as n  — oo by the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem, while the second integral also tends to zero as 
n  -¥  oo. Therefore lim =  0, which shows that Iq <  0.
Now let 5  =  {g >  0[7j =  0}. If 5  is empty, then 7, <  0 for all g >  0, so 
we may assume S  is nonempty. We claim that S  is bounded above. To see this, 
fix a  positive fimction <f> in For g >  0, choose a — a(g) >  0 such that
Q{auf) =  g. Note that a(g) —>• oo as g —»• oo. Now
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and hence Ê{a(f>) < 0 when q is sufficiently Izurge. This shows that Tq < 0  for large 
q, as desired.
Now let go =  sup 5 . Then it is easy to see firom Lemma 3.2 that îq = Q for 
0 < q  < qo and Iq < 0 for g >  go.
Finally, if g >  go, then in either case Iq < 0, firom which the conclusion of 
Lemma 2.10 follows as shown in the proof of Lemma 2.10. ■
L em m a 3.4 . If g > go, gi >  0, gz > 0  and gi -t- gg =  g, then Iq <
Proof. We shall show Iq < Iq  ^ +  7,2, firom which the Lemma follows immedi­
ately, since Iq = Iq — 2g.
We may assume that one of Iq  ^ and Iq  ^ is less than 0, say 7,^. (Otherwise, 
since Iq < 0, then 7, < Iq  ^ -f 7,, is obvious.) Then the conclusion of Lemma 2.10 
holds for any minimizing sequence of 7^  ^ . Therefore we can use the same argument 
as in the first part of the proof of Lomma 2.11 to show that I$q^  < dlq^ for aH 
0 >  1. Hence if gi >  ga, then
Iq  =  Iq i+ q 3
=
<  (1 + Î1
-
=  Iqj^  -h Iq^.
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?i <  92, then by Lemma 3.2, < ^ îq i  < 0 and we can jnst interchange qi
Sind Ç2  in the above argument. ■
W ith Lemma 3.4 in hzmd, we can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 
by following the proof of Theorem 2.2 and its corollaries. L^nmas 2.7 and 2.8 
remain valid in our present situation, etnd in place of Lemma 2.11 we have L«nm a 
3.4. We can now rule out vanishing using Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13 as before (the 
proof of Lemma 2.13 is still valid, because when q >  qo we can substitute Lemma 
3.3 for Lemma 2.10). To rule out dichotomy, we note that Lemmas 2.14, 2,15, 
and 2.16 still hold; and Lemmas 3.14 and 2.16 show that dichotomy leads to a 
contradiction, provided g > %. The proof then concludes as before.
As an illustration of the application of Theorem 3.1, as well as some of its 
limitations, we will in the remainder of this Chapter consider the example of the 
generalized BBM equation (1.5), repeated here for convenience:
lit +  ■“* +  — ttarxt =  0.
The functionals of the variational problem assoaated with this equation are
E{u) =  y  -b (ur)^] dx
and
and the functional E  now becomes
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For the generalized BBM equation, if the set of minimizers G , is non-empty 
in for some ç >  0, then for any g 6  G „  we have (see Corollary 2.4)
(3.1)
t P + 1
-eg"  +  ( c -  l)g  -  =  0
where c is used for That is, g is a solitary wave profile function with wavespeed 
c and will be rewritten as in what follows.
For each c >  1, equation (3.1) has a solution which is unique up to a transla­
tion and is given by
<f>c = or sechF (Tz)
where
a — c — 1 ( p + l ) ( P  +  2)
ip
and
For ease of notation in what follows, we denote Q(^c) by Q{c) and E{<^ c) by 
Ê(c). A computation gives
Q{c) = (p +  l)(p  +  2) J ” |^ v^(c -  1)V ^ f(^ ) +  Vc(c - 1 ) ^ / ( ^ +  4
and
where
I{p) = J  secbF{x)dXy
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and
f  sech.»» a: tanh^s dr
Erom [PW] and [GR], we see that
I(p) =  IM ZIM
and
r ( |) r ( f )  
r ( ^ )
k(p) =  ^4 +  p
W ith the help of the above identities, one can show that É(c) < 0 when c > f ,  
É(c) = 0 when c =  | ,  and É(c) > 0 when c =  | .
Suppose p <  4. By Theorem 2.2, G , exists for all g >  0. In this case Q(c) 
is an increasing function on (l,+oo], lim Q(c) = 0 and lim Q(c) =  +oo. So forC-+1 e > oo
any g >  0, Gy consists of only translates of <^c with the unique speed c determined 
by Q(c) = q. It then follows that the solitary waves are individually stable for all 
c >  1.
Next, suppose p =  4. Then Q(c) is again an increasing function on (1, +oo),
with
=  lim ( 3 ( c ) +
2.
c—►! p 2
and lim Q(c) =  +oo. Since Q(c) > go for z J l o  1, then G , is empty for all g <  go. 
For g >  go, there adsts a  unique solitary wave profile with speed c >  |  =  I  such 
that Q(c) — g. I t then follows 6om  S(c) < 0 that Jy <  0. Hence, by Theorem 
3.1, Gy is non-empty for all g >  go and solitary waves are individually stable for 
all c >  I.
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Finally, suppose p >  4. Differentiating Q{c) with respect to c gives 
■(pH-l)(p +  2)
Q ' (c )=2 (p  +  4) / ( - ) —— 7^—  [(8p +  16)c^ -  8pc- p^] . 
P  y /C
The only solution to Q'(c) =  0 that is greater that 1 is
and we see that Q'{c) > 0 when c > and Q'{c) < 0 when 1 <  c < So Q{c) 
decreases on ( l , C r ) ,  achieves minimum value at c^ and increases on («v, +oo); and 
for any g > ?r =  Q(Cf), there are two numbers ci and cg such that 1 < ci < Cr <  cg 
and Q(ci) =  Q(cg) =  g. Also note that when p >  4
It is now clear that Gq does not exist for all g < gr- If g > go =  Q(co), Iq < 0; so 
Gq exists. Of the two solitary wave speeds c\ and C2 with the property that 1 < 
Cl <  Cr <  C2 and Q{ci) =  Q{c2 ) =  g >  go, only C2 satisfies É{c2 ) < 0. Therefore 
Gq consists of only translates of the solitary wave profile with wavespeed C2 and 
it follows that all solitary waves with wavespeed greater then cq are individuzdly 
stable. Our next claim is that lq = 0 for 0 <  g <  go- For if not, by Lemma 3.3, Iq 
would be negative and Gq would be non-empty and contain translates of a  solitary 
wave profile of wavespeed c satisfymg Ë{c) > 0 (Æ(c) >  0 for g <  go, Ë{c) > 0 
for g =  go), which is a  contradiction. It then follows that Gq is emply for g <  go 
and non-anpty for g =  go- Thus we can extend our stability result by mcluding
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Co into the range of wavespeeds of stable solitary waves. (Again, there are only 
translates of the wave profile of speed cq in (r,q, since if c is the other wavespeed 
with Q{c) =  go, then È{c) > 0.)
As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, in the case that p >  4, it 
was proved by Souganidis and Strauss that the sohtziry waves are stable for all 
c > Cr and unstable for c <  Cr. We have, using a different approach, recovered 
the stability result for wavespeeds greater than or equal to c q . Since Gq does not 
exist for g < go, our method is not able to show the stability of solitary waves 
for wavespeeds greater than Cr and less than co. On the other hand, we have 
completely solved the variationed problem associated with the generalized BBM 
equation for all positive integer values of p and all g > 0. It is also iuteresting to 
observe that while sohtary waves with wavespeed greater then Cr are stable, the 
profile functions of those with speed greater than or equal to cq are minimizers of 
the variational problem and the profiles of those with speed less than cq are not.
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CHAPTER IV
F U R T H E R  R ESU LTS
E  f{u) =  equation (1.1) reduces to
(4.1) «t +  +  MUf =  0.
We are to minimize
E{u) = J + uM u) dx
where it E (R) is subjected to the constraint
t
( p + i ) ( P + 2 ) ‘^ = ’ -
As before, we let Gq stand for the set of minimizers of E{u) subject to this con­
straint.
T h eo rem  4.1. Suppose / ( a )  =  and m{k) satisfies assumptions A2, A3, 
and A4. Then for every q > 0, G , is nonempty, and is a  stable set of solitary-wave 
solutions of (4.1), in the sense of Corollary 2.5. If p  is odd, then the result atlso 
holds for all q <  0.
Proof, If q >  0, then all the lemmas that have been proved in Chapter 2 are 
still valid. The first condition was used to prove Lemma 2.10 and is no longer 
necessary, since the lemma is obviously true. I t is straightforward to m o d ^  the 
proo6 of Lemma 2.7, 2.11, and 2.15. The proofs for the other lemmas remain
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unchanged. The theorem then follows in the same way as Theorem 2.2 and its 
corollaries.
For p  odd and g <  0, one simply notes that {«%} is a minimimTig sequence for 
Iq if and only if {—Un} Is a  minimizing sequence for 1-^; the result then follows 
&om the result for g >  0. ■
The proo6 of the stability results we have stated so far have relied on as­
sumption A3, the non-negativity of the symbol m{k). We now give an example 
showing how the theory may be adapted to a situation in which A3 does not apply. 
Consider the equation
(4.2) «t +  Ur +  uujj +  M ut = 0
where the  symbol m{k) is given by m(fc) — k^ — a(fc| for a  < 2. The variational 
problem for this equation is to minimize
E{u) =  J +  uM u) dx
over the set zUl u  E ^^(R ) satisfying the constraint
+  =  g-
As before, we let Gq denote the set of mmimizas, if  any exist.
T h e o re m  4.2 . For every g >  0, is nonempfy, and is a  stable set of 
solitary-wave solutions of (4.2).
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Proof. For this m{k), there again exists C7i >  0 and Cg >  0 such that
C i{l + k ^ ) < l +  m{k) < % (1 +  k^)
for all A: 6 R. So Lemma 2.7, with a replacement of 5 '^(R ) norm by norm,
and Lemma 2.8 are still true.
Let
a2
E{u) = E{u) -2 {1  -  — )Q{u)
= /  [(4 - 1 )* iî(*)P  - dk
and
Iq =  inf{£(«)[ u  €  H^{R) and Q{u) = ç}.
We claim that Iq < 0. To prove this, it suffices to find a  function <f> such 
tha t Q{f>) =  q and Ê{(f) < 0. We construct such a <f> following the lines of similar 
constructions in [AL] and [An]. To begin with, we consider the case when q is 
smalL Let
(ft = =  ah(ex)(cos kox + e),
where
1h{x) =
e =  feo =  j ,  and a is chosen such that Q{f>) =  q. By considering the behavior 
of both sides of the equation of Q{<p) =  q for small e, one finds that a  ~
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as e —>■ 0 (cf. the proof of eqaatioa (3) in. [AL|; the presence of the cubic term 
in our expression for Q{u) does not eiffect this estimate). Therefore, the general 
computation made in the proof of Theorem 2 of [AL] applies without modification 
in this case, and shows that
while
d x >  Aeî
/ '
for suflSdently small e, where A >  0. Hence there exists cq such that Ê{<f>e) < 0 
for e 6 (0, Col- This proves that 7, <  0 for q 6 (0,go], where go =  Cq. N o w  let 
<f> = and let g be given such that g > go. Since f  dx > 0, and Q{4>) = 
S  dx = q o ,  we can find /? >  1 such that =  g. Then
È W )  =  j  -  | ) '  |î ( fc ) f  - 3 »
I [ < * - - ( nf ") *
=
< 0,
and it follows that 7  ^<  0.
Now let {ure} be any minimizing sequence for the constrained variational 
problem, and define =  «^ -|- (“ «)» so that f  pn,dx =  l|«n|[i. By passing to 
a  subsequence, we may assume there exists ft >  0 such that f  p^dx p. The
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proof of Lemma 2.9 goes through, as before, and since we have established above 
th a t Iq < 0  for zUl g >  0, then the argument in the last paragraph of the proof of 
Lemma 2.10 shows that the statement of Lemma 2.10 still holds. This is enough 
for the proof of Lemma 2.13 to be carried out as before, so we have shown that 
vanishing does not occur for {u„}.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.2, then, it remains only to show that 
dichotomy can not occur for {u%}. For this, we first note that Lemma 2.11 and 
its proof remain valid. Next, instead of using the proof of Lemma 2.15, we can 
use the argument given in the proof of Theorem 2.5 of [CB] to show that the 
conclusion of Lemma 2.15 still holds in the present situation. Fineilly, the proof of 
Lemma 2.16 proceeds as above in Chapter 2, and thus dichotomy is ruled out.
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